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Interoceanic Canal Projects
The construction of a canal to connect
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans has been
discussed since the discovery of the New World
and the whole world has only been waiting
until some feasible and economical plan
should be offered by which this connection
could be made.
The narrow neck of land lying between
the continents of North America and South
America seems especially adapted to this
purpose and has for years tempted exploring
parties thither to seek for a practicable canal
route. Of late years however another scheme
has been proposed which surpasses in
magnitude and in economy as well, all the
schemes hitherto brought forth for crossing

the isthmus. This brilliant enterprise is
familiar in a general way to almost every
one who takes any interest whatever in
the vast works by which natural obstacles to
commerce or navigation are overcome, but
the details of construction will be followed
out in this treatise as closely as the
information at hand will allow; for although
Eads Ship Railway may not properly be
included under the title of “Interoceanic Canal
Projects,” yet it has for its object the
surmounting of the same obstacle and hence
must properly be treated of in this paper.
The rival scheme viz;- the
Ship Canal of which DeLesseps is the advocateis also apparently capable of successful
construction, but it will be remembered that
a canal across the Isthmus is a project
involving not only the construction of the
canal itself but it entails also an immense
amount of machinery, a large
number of buildings, and a multitude of
laborers, which will far exceed the
demands of the Ship Railway. The cost of
the canal also will be far greater than
Capt. Eads estimate of the cost of this Ship
Railway. And as to the reliability of this
estimate, it can hardly be questioned when

we remember how Capt. Eads has in other
instances demonstrated his ability not only as
a thoroughly competent, practical Engineer, but as
a man of great financial capacity also.
However if the authorities of the
various Governments concerned in this
matter consider a canal transportation
of their ships and cargoes as conforming
more to their ideas and hence more to be
desired than any other, then everyone will
no doubt agree that M. DeLesseps is the
Engineer to whom this project should be entrusted.
For as specialists in all professions are chosen
for work in their particular department in
preference to others whose researches have been
more general, it is not to be wondered at
that M. DeLesseps, whose peculiar talent for this
branch of Engineering cannot be denied,
should be the chosen one to whom a great
work of this character should be entrusted.
But in order that both these
mammoth projects may have a fair and
impartial trial it is probable that both will
be constructed, and public and individual
curiosity as to the comparative merits of the
two will then be satisfied. These two rival
schemes with their well known advocates are
however not the only ones that have been
brought forward from time to time and discussed

only to meet with disapproval on account of
the enormous expense which would be incurred
or on account of the other numerous
points which render such schemes unpopular
in the public mind.
As an example of such explorations
supported by Government or in some cases
private munificence, it may be well to
mention the report of Rear Admiral T. W. Craven
submitted to the U.S. House of Representatives
by Secretary Thompson. The Report
is dated February 18th 1859 and is the report
of a survey of the river Atratos on the
Isthmus of Darien, and pronounces a canal
there impracticable, saying it would take
20000 men over twenty one years to build
one there. Whether or not this is an over
estimate or whether it be true for the
locality above mentioned remains to be
seen, but unless the route he describes
be exceptionally bad, there is a wide variance
in the estimate of Rear Admiral Craven
and that of the more recent investigators
of this matter.

Panama Route

Three routes have been suggested at
Panama, two at sea level and one with locks.
The popular idea is however that when the canal
is built it must of necessity be a sea level
canal, let it cost what it may. A canal with
locks will necessitate a greater time for the
passage of vessels, but if rightly situated will
possess many advantages over the proposed sea
level canals.
The Panama Route proper
extends from the Bay of Colon to the Bay of
Panama, and is the one advocated by
DeLesseps. This canal when built was to be
a sea level canal, to have a total length
of 45 miles, a uniform breadth of 65 feet, and
a depth of 27.88 feet. It necessitates a very
long and deep cut together with 4.8 miles of
tunnel. The waters of the rivers Chargres and
Grande together with their twenty seven
tributaries are to be discharged into
its channel. The scheme was condemned
by the International Congress of Paris.
The principle objections being that of
the violent and impetuous floods to
which these rivers are subject, and it
is objected to also on account of the
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great disadvantages under which these
rivers are to be received into the canal.
The Paris Congress of May 1879 accepted the
route, however, after its alteration by Lieutenant
Wyse. The modifications are as
follows; 1. A tide lock is to be provided at
the western extremity, in order to maintain
the water at the same level as that of the
Atlantic, so that vessel may pass in or out
at any time regardless of the height of the
tide.
2. An artificial channel is to be
constructed by which the waters of the Chargres
may be discharged into the sea.
3. An open cut is to be substituted
for the tunneling. The cut will have a
maximum depth of 321 feet and an average
depth of 174 feet. The most of the excavation
will be through solid rock, the surface dirt
varying from twelve to twenty feet.
This route evidently embodies all
the advantages to be derived from a sea level
canal and is also comparatively short.
But the immense excavations together with
the channelization of rivers such as are
encountered in this district, present practical
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difficulties and involve a multiplicity of
engineering problems for which no ready solution
can be obtained. The estimate of M. DeLesseps
places the cost at $168000000 and the
time necessary for its completion as eight
years.

Panama Route with Locks

During the year 1875 a surveying party
was sent out by the U.S. Government to
ascertain the practicability of constructing a
ship canal across the Isthmus of Panama
to be constructed with or without locks.
The party soon decided that a successful
sea level canal, in all that the term implies,
could not be built. While this exploration
was in progress the waters of the
Chargres near Matachin were found to fee
have an elevation of forty two feet above
the sea level. And the high water mark
was found to be thirty six feet above this.
These facts having been discovered it
became evident that a sea level canal
canal was not to be thought of, so the party
gave their attention to determining the
feasibility of constructing a canal with locks.
The high water mark of the river Chargres
is 77.7 feet above the level of the sea, and
it was proposed to cross the river by an
aqueduct which should have a sufficient
elevation to clear the highest floods to which
the river is subject. Now if the depth of
water in the aqueduct be assumed at
twenty seven feet and the rise of the arch
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be taken at 14 feet and the thickness be
taken at 6 feet, then the summit level of
the aqueduct will be 125.75 feet. The
aqueduct will consist of twelve spans of
ninety feet each, and will have a total
length of 1900 feet and a breadth of sixtyfive feet. The canal will be supplied with
water by means of a feeder ten miles long
and to consist of seven tunnels having a
total length of 13700 feet, also two siphons
of 4530 feet and 12000 feet respectively.
The canal will have twelve lift locks
on each side of the divide with a lift of
10.63 feet each. A tide lock has also been
proposed at the Bay of Panama. The total cost
including the improvement of the harbors
was estimated at $94,511,360.00. Mr. Chas. Ward
advises the construction of a dam across the
river and the vessels will then cross the
river in slack water. By this alteration the
summit level will be lowered 40 feet
which will compensate for the construction
of the dam, but the cost will be the
same in either case. The advantages
possessed by this route are that it is
reasonably short and the harbor improvements
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at either end will cost but little. But the
cost of aqueducts &c. and the scarcity of
building material render it unpopular, and
it is claimed by Mr. Menacol that the
river Chargres has at times been known to
be at least one third lower than it was
at the time of the survey made in 1875,
hence the water supply would be some
what uncertain in dry seasons.

San Bias Route

The San Bias route has a total length of 30.03
miles. It is to be a sea level canal and will
have ten miles open cut, ten miles tunnel,
and for the remaining ten miles the river
Rio Bayano will be used. The great amount
of tunnelling which this route necessitates
renders it very objectionable. The tunnel will be
80 feet at the water line, by 125 feet wide
above the bottom. This will afford abundant
room. The open cut will be 125 feet wide
and will have 28 feet depth of water. The cost of
constructing this canal as estimated by Mr.
Kelley, who originally surveyed and projected the
route, will be about $194000000. The advantages
claimed for this route are; - that it is one third
shorter than any other route. It has excellent
harbors at both the Eastern and western
extremities. And the cost of construction would
be considerably less than that of any of the
others heretofore described. It will also be
undisturbed by uncertain and destructive
floods.
A great many are offered
to this route, the principal ones being as
follows;
1. The great extent of tunnelling
2. It is thought that character of
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the material through which the tunnel will
pass is of such a nature as to require
lining, which will increase the expense of
construction greatly.
3. Most engineers give it as
their opinion that the tunnel being below
the sea level, the work will mostly have
to be executed under water. It is claimed
also that the calms to which the Bay of
Panama is subject will render it exceedingly
difficult for sailing vessels to pass in and
out of the harbor. Be this as it may, if
the Panama route has a good harbor on the
Pacific coast the San Bias has as good, while
its Eastern extremity is far better. The
4. The utilization of the river
Rio Bayano is objected to by many engineers,
but this can be overcome by making a
separate channel for the river and turning
its waters into the Bay of Panama instead
of turning the canal into the river.
Both this and the Panama route
are objectionable for the reason that they
are not conveniently situated with respect
to the United States.

Nicaragua Route

This route necessitates a canal with
locks extending from Brito harbor on the Pacific
coast, to Greytown harbor on the Atlantic coast.
This route utilizes Lake Nicaragua for a
considerable distance. Numerous trial lines were
run between the Pacific terminus and the
lake, resulting in the location of two lines
which have the part included between the
Pacific terminus and Los Serados in common
but diverge at the latter point. One line
follows up the valley of the Rio Grande river
and crosses the ridge at a height of 43.98 feet
above the lake. The other crosses the divide
at an elevation of 134 feet above the lake,
follows the Rio Delenedio and enters the lake
through its mouth. The latter route possesses
better advantages as to drainage, and
hence is to be preferred. Lake Nicaragua
constitutes the middle division and is 110
miles long and 30 miles wide. It is to be
the summit level and has an elevation
of 103.1 feet above the level of the sea.
This elevation will be attained by means
often lift locks of 10.31 feet each.
The Lake will be utilized from the
mouth of the Rio Delenedio to the source of
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the San Juan the total distance being 56 miles.
On the Eastern Division it is proposed to
utilize the San Juan river from its source
to its confluence with the San Carlos, by
means of four small dams to be connected
short canals with locks. From the junction of
the two rivers, the canal leaves the San Juan
and follows along its banks for 26 miles.
It then turns North till it reaches
Greytown. The Eastern division will have ten
lift locks of 10.87 feet each. The following
estimate by Mr. Menacol was based on a
cross section of 150 feet for the water line
in earth and 106 feet in rock and 26 feet
depth of water, with side slope of 1 to 1 for
earth and % to 1 for rock: Western Division--------------- $ 21680777
Eastern
“
----------------- 25020954
Middle
“
-------------------- 715658
Harbor of Brito ----------------- 2337739
Harbor of Greytown------------- 2822630
Total----------------------- $52577718
25 percent for contingencies -- 13144429
Grand Total--------------- $65722147
Mr. Menacol after a second reconnaissance
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and survey has decided on some important
alterations in this route, making it less
costly and more desirable in many respects.
He proposes to turn the Rio Grande
river into the lake by means of a channel
constructed for the purpose, and the canal
will then be turned into the valley of the
river and the channel of the river will
be utilized wherever it is advisable.
From the point where the Rio Grande
and Cascabel rivers unite the line is located
in a south easterly until it reaches the
Comalcquia creek which the line follows until
it runs into the Rio Juan Divilla. In order
to give the channel the proper fall it will
be found necessary to construct a dam
at the point where the canal leaves the
Grande, about 40 feet in height. A large dam
59 feet in height and 2000 ft. in length will be
constructed just above the mouth of the San
Carlos instead of the four smaller dams. Seven
miles below the mouth of the San Carlos the line leave
the river and proceeds in a nearly straight line to
the harbor of Greytown. This route has a total length ol
173.57 miles of which 53.15 miles are actual canal.
The total amount saved by these alterations
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will be about $11383879. The serious objection
to this route is that the harbors are very poor
and harbors will have to be constructed at
either route. At the Greytown terminus a
breakwater will be constructed to protect the harbor
from the drifting sand. The sand will be
dredged away from under the lee of the
breakwater in order to furnish a channel which
shall admit vessels of the harbor.
At the Brito terminus the obstacles to be
overcome are even more formidable, as this
will necessitate a great amount of
dredging and the construction of a
breakwater or jetty and pier. In neither case
is it certain that the harbors will be
permanent after they are completed.
And the Brito harbor when completed will
be considerably smaller than is desirable.

Tehuantepec Route

The river Coatzacoalcos empties into the Gulf
of Mexico at the eastern extremity of this
route, and has a bar at its mouth which
has been a permanent feature since the
time of Cortez, it has maintained an average
depth of water of about 18 feet and
when once a channel has been cut through
it, it will require no expense or trouble
to keep it at the necessary depth.
Or at least such is claimed by its
advocates, although it is stated by them that
the bottom of the river and also the bar
are of soft mud. Then it would appear that
when a channel is cut through the bar the
water will make its principal exit through
the channel, and the soft mud of the
bottom which was formerly deposited on the
bar or at its land side will then be
deposited in the channel and obstruct its
bottom. Hence it appears to the us that
the channel will not be so devoid of
obstruction as is claimed by the advocates
of this scheme. After the bar is passed
a depth of 30 feet may be had in the river
for 20 miles and a depth of 26
feet for a distance of 35 miles.
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attempt to excuse. For whatever other
advantages the route may possess it is certainly
not recommendable to those who seek economy
of construction and facility of passage.
For the ascent of a vessel to an altitude
of 650 feet by means of 55 lift locks, and
its corresponding descent, making necessary
a passage of 110 locks, is a tedious undertaking,
and in the opinion of the writer,
based on such information as is at hand
would scarcely compensate for the difference
of distance rendered necessary by a more
southerly passage across the isthmus.
The Tehuantepec route has however the
advantages of a healthy locality, and an
abundance of building material. The harbors
will be provided for by a Railway Company
which obtained a grant of land on condition
that harbors should be built at both ends of
the route. Its advantages as regards the
United States cannot be denied, and it is
also well situated with respect to the other
countries of most commercial importance.
But notwithstanding the many inducements
it affords the natural disadvantages are so
great as to prejudice the majority against it.

Tehuantepec Route
The estimated cost based on the same cross
section as that assumed in the Nicaragua
route is as follows: 110 Locks at $100,000--------------------$11000000
105 miles of Canal at $300000------- $31500000
27 miles of Feeders at $200000-------- $ 5400000
Contingencies 20 per c e n t------------- - $ 9600000
T o ta l--------$57,500,000

Progress of the Panama Canal

DeLesseps Canal after some modifications as
before mentioned was approved and is now
being actually constructed. Not as we think
on the strength of its merits for other
routes have been suggested which are more
desirable than this but DeLesseps has the
grand advantage of political influence in
his behalf. Mr. F.J. Cisneros C.E. presented
the following report as to the progress of
the ship canal up to June 16 - 1883; “In reference to the canal he said
that the line had been completely staked,
cross sections taken, and the location made
and stakes set for definite work for a large
portion of the line. The line is entirely cleaned
and grubbed from Kilometre 40 to the mouth
of the Rio Grande and is rapidly advancing at
other points. The valley of the Chagres has been
surveyed and it has been found that the high
water lines above the high dam will cover an
area of about 6,750 acres and that the volume
of water stored will be about 1 000 000 000
cubic meters. Actual work upon the canal
has been commenced at six points.
The contractors, Messers. Slaven and Co. for
dredging the canal from Colon have their first

Progress of the Panama Canal

herculean dredge in place, and will commence
work directly. The Canal Company have
been working with two French machines,
at the rate of 1000 cubic meters per day
for each machine. The Fran co-American
Trading Co. have contracted for the excavation
of about 10 kilometers of the canal beyond
the Bay of Panama. Their machines are being
built at Lockport. There are now about 6500
men on the work, chiefly Jamaicans,
Carthagenians and a few Martiniguans.
Many dwelling houses, machine shops &c
have been constructed. The machinery is
both French and American, and the eleven
American excavators are working with
great economy. Borings have been made
along the whole line and have extended
to the bottom of the canal giving in a
general way the following results: From Colon
to Kilometre 10, easily dredged. From Mumey to
Obispo, mostly clay, with occasional seams of
rock. From Obispo to Emperador, about 7
kilometres of hard trap of conglomerates. From
Emperador to Paralso, about 8 kilometers clay for
about 15 meters then indurated clay, followed
by schist and reaching rock near the bottom

Progress of the Panama Canal

of the canal. From Paraiso to Pedro Miguel to the
sea, mostly clay and mud with the exception
of a few seams of rock.
Considerable work has been done at the
port of Colon, including the commencement
of a breakwater. Much money has been
spent in the purchase of materials for
the work, including excavators, dredging
machines and portable track. The company
has ordered 14 American locomotives of
which 9 are now in service.
Hospitals have been erected at
Panama, and the health of the laborers
is very much better than has generally
been understood.

Eads Ship Railway

It has generally been supposed that when the
demands of commerce were sufficiently
increased and engineering science saw fit
to attempt the removal of the obstacle to
commerce which nature has placed at the
American Isthmus it would be accomplished
by means of a canal and extensive surveys
have been made of different canal
routes across the Isthmus, some of which have
been herein described, and all of which possess
some merit. It remained for James
B. Eads to bring forward a scheme which
though involving intricate and complicated
problems of engineering, mechanics, and finance
in its planning and construction is the
most practicable one yet devised. The objections
to the ship railway are, however, numerous
and can be summed up as follows: It is claimed that a ship when
in water is protected from all unequal
strains and the water counteracts also the
internal or bursting strain of her cargo.
It is also supported equally throughout.
Out of water this is not true, the support
of the water giving place to detached
supports.
This view however is entirely

Eads Ship Railway

erroneous, for ships are exposed to the most
severe and excruciating strains when
buffeted by heavy seas. Ships are moreover
constructed so as to bear their own weight
when supported only at the ends, or withstand
the strain of being supported only at the
middle. On the railway carriage the
vessel would be uniformly supported from
end to end, and will be subjected to no
greater strains than are encountered
while cradled in a dry dock. The grade
of the proposed road will nowhere be
steep and the change at the summit
will be made by a tipping table to prevent
any longitudinal strains on the ship.
The proposed place of construction
is something as follows: A narrow basin 3000 feet
long is excavated inland at the harbor
extremity, the track will be 30 feet below
the level of the water. From there it has
a slope of 1 in 100 till it meets the surface
at the shore end of the basin. This
basin is to be walled in with substantial
masonry and the outer end will be have
lock gates so that the interior may be
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pumped dry for repairing the track under
water. In bringing a ship from the
harbor to the upland track, the carriage will
be backed down by means of a stationary
engine, the ship will be brought to place
by means of the various supports and
bilge blocks. Fig 1 shows a section of a
ship in the cradle in deep water, and
the means of supporting her. When the
vessel has been entirely drawn out of
the basin the stationary engine will be
detached and two powerful locomotives
will draw it to the other basin. The speed
will be from 10 to 12 miles an hour. The
railway will be composed of twelve rails placed
four or five feet apart, and the engine will
be five times as powerful as the ordinary
freight engines. The cradle will be so
constructed as to accommodate vessels of all
sizes and will have the wheels placed about
three feet apart on each rail, thus making
about twelve hundred wheels. The
maximum pressure allowed a wheel capable
of bearing twenty tons will be five tons.
The weight of the largest merchant ship
completely loaded is 6000 tons, then this
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pressure is to be distributed over 1200 wheels
-100 on each rail - which will make the
pressure on the rails and road bed quite
moderate. The failure of any wheel to
perform its duty cannot produce any
notable effect and there will be small
chance of derailment. Six rails could in
fact carry the load with perfect safety.
Each wheel is surmounted by two strong
steel springs so that the ship will rest
as it were on an elastic cushion, which
limits still further the liability to strains.
The springs and also the wheel can be
easily taken off. The large number of rails
used will prevent oscillation. Transfer tables
will be placed at various points on the
road, to accommodate ships going in
opposite directions. Panama furnishes the
easiest grade and the shortest line, but
the harbor improvements would be expensive.
These would be less at Tehuantepec and still
less in the Chiriqui route, which latter
presents superb natural harbors.
A mean grade of from 30 to 40 feet
per mile can probably be established at
any of the above mentioned places.

Eads Ship Railway

The maximum cost of a road at Panama
including harbors is estimated at by Capt.
Eads at $50 000 000. As to the relative economy
of a ship railway as compared with a
ship canal, Mr. Eads affirms: “That upon any route where
it is possible to build a canal it is also possible
and equip a substantial
it is equally possible to build and
equip a substantial and durable ship
railway for one half the cost of a canal if it
be built with locks and for one quarter the
cost of it be built at tide level.”
“That such a railway can be
built in one third or in one quarter of the
time needed for the construction of the canal.”
“That when built, ships of
maximum tonnage can be moved with safety
at four or five times greater speed on the
railway than in the canal.”
“That a greater number of
ships per day can be transported on the
railway than would be possible through the
canal.”
That the capacity of the ship
railway can be easily increased to meet
the demands of commerce, without interruption
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to its business whether it be to meet
an increase in the size of the ships or
the number of them.”
“That the cost of maintenance
of the roadway and rolling stock will be
much less than that of the maintenance
of the canal.”
“That the cost of maintaining
and operating the railway taken together
will be less than that of operating and
maintaining the canal.”
“That the railway can be
located and successfully operated at
localities where it is not practicable to
construct a canal.”
“That it is possible to
estimate with great accuracy the cost of
a ship railway and the time needed to
build it, because the work would be almost
wholly upon the surface of the ground,
whereas the canal is strictly a hydraulic
construction involving control of water, and
the execution of works under water or
liable to be submerged or interrupted by
water, thus rendering anything like an
accurate estimate of the time and cost
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of its construction an impossibility.
Hence capitalists cannot know with
certainty the amount of time and money
required or what the canal will probably
cost when finished.”
Mr Eads has distinguished himself
For his financial ability no less than
For his engineering skill, and the above
summary of the comparative merits of
these two gigantic enterprises has probably
been compiled by Mr. Eads with a
\/iew to express only the true state of affairs.

